Floriańska Guesthouse (FLORIANSKA on our map)
Address: ul. Floriańska 49, 31-019 Kraków
The guesthouse is situated in the heart of Kraków, between the Barbican and St. Florian's Gate
to the east and the Market Square to the south, 2 minutes walking to the LACONA11 venue
(Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow). It accommodates 40 guests in single, double and triple rooms.
Each room has a private bathroom (with two exceptions), a telephone, satellite TV and internet
access. Hotel does not have an elevator and air-condition in rooms, no parking is available.
Website: http://www.dg.uj.edu.pl/en_GB/florianska
Prices per room and day (all prices include VAT and breakfast) are given in Polish Zloty
Equivalence in Euro is an estimation – final price will depend on a current exchange rate. Major
credit cards are accepted.
Single
- with bathroom
- shared bathroom (for two rooms)

270 zł (€ 63)
190 zł (€ 45)

Double
- with bathroom
- shared bathroom (for two rooms)

380 zł (€ 84)
300 zł (€ 70)

Triple
- with bathroom

450 zł (€ 105)

Notice, please, that for the conference period (18-25.09.2016) reservation is possible
exclusively via the Conference office: office@lacona11.org with the priority given to persons
who have paid the conference fee. Reservation made via the guest house web site (tag: Room
reservation) and cancelation rules given there will not be valid for this period.
Cancelations made not later than on August 19th will be free of charge (send an e-mail both to
the conference office and the hotel: dguj@uj.edu.pl). In all other cases, the penalty charge
equal to the price of one day stay will be due during the registration to the conference.

S. Pigoń Guesthouse (BURSA PIGONIA on our map)
Address: ul. Garbarska 7a, 31-131 Kraków
The S. Pigoń Guesthouse is situated in the historical heart of Kraków, 10 minutes walking to the
LACONA11 venue (Academy of Fine Arts in Krakow). It overlooks beautiful cloister gardens of
the Carmelite Order. It can accommodate 48 guests in 18 single rooms, 12 double rooms and 3
suites. There is a room for disabled guests and a lift. All rooms have a private bathroom, a
telephone, radio & alarm clock and satellite TV. Access to the Internet is available in suites and
upgraded rooms. There is also a small restaurant where breakfasts are served. The guesthouse
offers paid guest car parking.
Website: http://www.dg.uj.edu.pl/en_GB/garbarska
Prices per room and (all prices include VAT and breakfast).
Equivalence in Euro is an estimation – final price will depend on a current exchange rate. Major
credit cards are accepted.
Upgraded rooms
Single

290 zł (€ 68)

Double

400 zł (€ 93)

Apartment

one person - 400 zł (€ 93)
two persons - 500 zł (€ 117)
three persons - 600 zł (€ 140)

Standard rooms
Single

270 zł (€ 63)

Double

380 zł (€ 89)

Extra bed:

90 zł (€ 21)

Notice, please, that for the conference period (18-25.09.2016) reservation is possible
exclusively via the Conference office: office@lacona11.org with the priority given to persons
who have paid the conference fee. Reservation made via the guest house web site (tag: Room
reservation) and cancelation rules given there will not be valid for this period.
Cancelations made not later than on August 19th will be free of charge (send an e-mail both to
the conference office and the hotel: pigoniowka@uj.edu.pl). In all other cases, the penalty
charge equal to the price of one day stay will be due during the registration to the conference.

